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The Nine Doors of Midgard are the gateways to self-transformation and mastery through the Runes.
This complete course of study and practice has been used by the initiates of the Rune-Gild since
1980. Long out-of-print to the wider public and difficult to obtain, it is now being made available in a
completely revised and updated fifth edition. The Runic Tradition represents a whole school of inner
work as ancient as any other and with the added importance that it is the ancestral, or natural, path
for folks of Germanic (English, German, Dutch, and Scandinavian) background. The graded steps of
The Nine Doors of Midgard are the only curriculum to take a systematic and traditional approach to
inner Rune-work. Through nine "lessons" the book takes the Rune-worker from a stage in which no
previous knowledge of Runes or esoteric work is assumed to a high level of initiation.
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I own a previous edition of this book as a member of the Rune Gild. Right away, the new edition is
noticeably more durable. That matters as a book that I reference many times, and will find use for
years to come. The recommended reading lists have been updated as well. Illustrations are great,
fonts are easy to read, and my overall impression is 5 stars! I already know the curriculum inside the
book is both demanding and rewarding.Buy this book! Seek the mystery!

The Nine Doors of Midgard is a curriculum for serious Rune Seekers. It is the foundation that Rune
Gilders must lay to truly advance in esoteric transformation. It is Epic, after all these years, for the

Rune Gild to offer the public an updated version for our current times. Anyone can follow the
curriculum for their own personal advancement. Powerful are the ones that do.I, as well as a couple
of my comrades (those of us that have the older edition), appreciate that the new edition is a
modern improvement from the older edition.I, perhaps unlike my comrades, am partial to the older
version of the Nine Doors of Midgard. The reading list of course....is outdated. Any person pursuing
that curriculum would be well advised to continue to seek the reading list of later editions. :)

Hands down the best book on rune working ever published. This book has all the tools needed to
grow spiritually, awaken the runes in the self and to closer to the gods. I personally have worked
through this system and have felt a greater connection to the runes afterwards. You will not find a
greater source of knowledge and practices than The Nine Doors of Midgard, and you will still find
yourself going back to this book time and time again. Edred Thorsson is a rune master and holds a
PHD in languages, he was one of the first to be able to legitimately translate the meaning of the
runes. Anyone wishing to learn about runes must own this book

I owned a previous edition of this book, and there are several huge improvements in this new
edition. The text has been re-formatted, making it easier to read. Existing diagrams have been
cleaned up or enlarged, and there are several new diagrams and photos. All of the revisions
contribute to making this Runic work book much easier to use. Another thing is that the paper and
covers are more durable than the previous edition - which is very helpful as it is the type of book that
you will be re-reading and flipping through many times.The book itself is spectacular. I remember
feeling very impressed by it and excited when I first read it. It is essentially a book of exercises for
those who would dare to seek the primal Mysteries themselves, within the Germanic tradition. The
approach is one that encourages individual experience and developing power within yourself - It is
in many ways the dynamic opposite of dogmatic modern religions that demand belief and faith, but
don't encourage experimentation. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in Runes, the
Rune Gild, or Germanic mysticism and magic in general.

This author has spent his life creating (recreating) a new religion. As such, it fails as do all religions
created by humanity - it misses the mark. The author as accumulated a wealth of significant
information, but his structural organization of said data reminds me of the Roman Catholic Church. I
found bits and pieces helpful, but much of it I simply ignored.His pontifical writing style I found
difficult not to break into laughter and did not always succeed either. He can descend from his

"mountain-top" at any time as far as I am concerned.
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